
Young Adult Fiction Books
Pet
by Akwaeke Emezi YA Eme
A girl and her best friend confront difficult
choices in the face of a home city in
denial when they meet a being who
exposes the community’s willful disbelief
about the existence of monsters. A first
young adult novel by the award-winning
authors of Freshwater.

Demon
by Shane Peacock YA Pea
After Edgar and his friends become
convinced that they are being stalked by
the Devil himself, Edgar turns to an
alienist for help, but when a long-dead
ally makes an appearance, Edgar begins
to question his own sanity.

Ali Cross
by James Patterson YA Pat
Published to coincide with the release of
the 25th entry in Patterson’s best-selling
Alex Cross thrillers, a series debut
starring Alex’s son, Ali, follows his
desperate search for a missing friend and
clues proving his father’s innocence
against a backdrop of neighbourhood

burglaries.

Revealed
by P. C. Cast YA Cas
Vengeful and drastically altered, Neferet
threatens the human population of Tulsa,
as well as Zoey and her friends, who are
blamed for the ensuing chaos and
challenged to prevent a supernatural war.

Redeemed
by P. C Cast YA Cas
With the fate of both the vampire and
human world at risk, Zoey and her friends
face the ultimate battle with evil.

Alanna : The First Adventure
by Tamora Pierce YA Pie
Eleven-year-old Alanna, who aspires to
be a knight even though she is a girl,
disguises herself as a boy to become a
royal page, learning many hard lessons
along her path to high adventure.

Young Adult Graphic Novels
Kiss Number 8
by Colleen A. F Venable
YA Ven Graphic Novel
Amanda's seemingly perfect life is turned
upside down when she realizes she has a
crush on her best friend, Cat, and
uncovers a secret held by her father that
could tear her family apart.
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